
Current Ferry Costs Lowered Ferry Costs

Fare Class Why?
IMPORTANT NOTE:  The lowered fare costs drafted on 6-13 were based on double counting some revenues.  They will be higher because of this, and 

also because not all cost-saving measures in the draft will be recommended. 

DISCOUNTED FARES
Vehicle-Driver:  Provide discount fare 
to those who frequently use the ferry in 
passenger vehicles

Frequent vehicle customers are backbone of 
system finance; high punchcard vehicle costs 
result in less overall revenue

$8.10 $203 46% $6.60 $165 40%

Vehicle-Driver: Provide discount 
vehicle fare for those who meet 
state/federal programs based on 
poverty standards

Enrich community by having mixed economic 
status. Avoid having discount for higher income 
level based on age and property status.

$5.70 $143 62% $3.67 $92 67%

Cycles:  Provide discount fare to those 
who frequently use the ferry on 
bicycles and motorcycles

Encourage families to live on island by having 
lower fares for frequent users. $4.00 $100 50% $3.00 $75 50%

Passengers & Pedestrians:  Provide 
discount fare to those who frequently 
use the ferry 

Encourage families to live on island by lower fares 
for frequent users, but fares high enough to 
encourage vehicle use now; lower in years 
demand is high

$3.34 $84 33% $3.60 $90 28%

Passengers/Pedestrians: Provide free 
passage for children and teenagers 
age 18 and under

Eliminate barriers for families with children to live 
on the island. Increase county resident use of 
island for school and club activities

$0.00 none 100% $0.00 none 100%

Passengers/Pedestrians Needs Based: 
Provide discount pedestrian fare based 
on income

Enrich community by having mixed economic 
status. Avoid age based use. $1.67 $42 67% $3.60 $90 28%

CASH FARES
Cash fare for vehicle/driver $15.00 $11.00
Cash fare for cycles $8.00 $6.00
Cash fare for pedestrians $5.00 $5.00
Place June – Sept surcharge on cash 
passengers $2.00 $1.00

Place June – Sept surcharge on cash 
passenger vehicle/drivers

Enhance revenue from visitors - largest summer 
increase id peds $2.00 $2.00

Price per 
trip 

discount 
from cash 

price

Price for 
25 trip 
ticket

discount 
from cash 

price

Fares Without and With Expense Reductions and  
Revenue Increases Price per 

trip 

Price for 
25 trip 
ticket
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TRUCK and TRAILER FARES will add to approximately the same total revenues that these example fares provide, but may be distributed differently 
among the categories.  These are shown to provide a VERY ROUGH idea of the range of potential fares.

Charge truck/trailers by deck space 
occupied; combined length of trailers 
and pullers.  Lengthy vehicles 
assumed to take more than one lane 
and be heavier.

Punchcards are easier for businesses to use. 
Assumed fare increase averages about 10% over 
2010 for total truck and trailer trips.  

under 16 feet (includes vehicle & trailer) $25 - $35 $23-$26
 16 -30 feet (includes vehicle & trailer) $60 - $75 $47-$52
over 30 feet (includes vehicle & trailer) $125-$160 $82-$91

Possibly with electronic ticketing have 
surcharge on trucks and trailers on 
summer Fri- Sat

Encourage weekend visitors by decreased 
potential for long waits in ferry line. (illegal to 
prohibit entirely in WA)

n.a. now n.a. now

Trucks and Trailers: Provide discount 
of about 10% to those businesses and 
farms using trucks and trailers multiple 
times  (Note: fare revenue calculation 
uses past category of weight)

Ferry can carry 20 passenger vehicles (includes pick-up trucks); vehicles taking up more space should make up 
difference in fares.  Extra heavy weight increases maintenance requirements on boat.                                      The lengths 
shown below are those that are now used for trailers.  If all trucks and trailers are priced according to length, these 
lengths may not be the best division points.
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